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The next chapter in the bull market for gold has officially begun. 
 
Gold has made a confirmed break above$1,600 per ounce. This was the last major line of 
resistance in this bull run. The door is now open to a move to new all-time highs in the next 
year. 
 

 
 
What’s most impressive about this move is that gold has been rallying at the same time as 
the U.S. dollar.  
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Historically, $USD strength has been a major obstacle for gold. The fact the precious metal 
is rallying despite the $USD being so strong is a telltale sign this is the start of a MAJOR bull 
run. 
 
Put another way, if gold has been this strong while the $USD is rallying, imagine what it will 
do if the $USD weakens. 
 
Speaking of which, the $USD is back in the “trouble zone” for the Fed. The Fed spent most 
of 2019 easing policy to push the $USD down. It finally succeeded in late 2019 at which 
point the Fed began talking about putting “policy on hold.” 
 
Note what the $USD did as soon as the Fed said this.  
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The $USD is going to force the Fed to ease again soon. The Fed attempted to walk back its 
repo policies as well as its rate cuts starting in December. It won’t be able to do either. 
 
This is what gold is discounting: the Fed is trapped and will need to continue easing. 
 
I would also note that the Fed is not the only central bank to be trapped into endless 
monetary easing. Note that gold has broken out against the $USD, the Yen, the British 
Pound, and the Swiss Franc. 
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Again, the market is telling us that gold is entering a new MAJOR bull market. And it is a 
global phenomenon: gold is breaking out against every major world currency. 
 
There are many reasons for this, but the simplest and most significant one is that globally 
central banks are trapped. They can never normalize policy. And so each one of them will be 
printing more money and debasing their currencies. 
 
This is ALSO why Bitcoin is beginning to show signs of life again.  
 

 
 

Bitcoin and all crypto currencies are ultimately liquidity plays. It is not coincidental that 
they all peaked in early 2018 when the Fed began tightening monetary policy, nor is it 
coincidence that they are now starting to show signs of life in 2019 when the Fed began 
easing again. 
 
Personally, I prefer gold and precious metals to crypto currencies because the Fed/ Feds 
cannot shut down gold. They can and soon will shut down most of the crypto space when 
they introduce “fed coin” or the official crypto currency of the U.S. 
 
Gold and silver, on the other hand, cannot be shut down. The Feds can attempt to confiscate 
them as they did in the 1930s. But the Feds cannot pull the plug on gold as they can with 
crypto. 
 
So just how bullish are things in the precious metals space? 
 
During major bull markets in precious metals, miners outperform gold. The miner to bullion 
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ratio for gold (GDX:$GOLD) has broken out of a multi-year downtrend (blue lines). Even 
more bullish, it has broken above critical resistance (red line). This means miners are 
outperforming gold in a big way and will continue to do so. 
 

 
 
The BIG PICTURE chart for this ratio is even MORE bullish. 
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Secondly, during major bull markets in precious metals, silver also outperforms gold. With 
that in mind take note that the silver to gold ratio ($SILVER: $GOLD) has broken out of a 
COLLOSAL decade long bullish wedge formation (blue lines).  
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This too is INSANELY bullish and indicates that we are at the start of a major bull run for 
both precious metals. Going forward silver will be outperforming gold in a BIG way. 
 
With this in mind, we are consolidating our current precious metals investments in a new 
portfolio while also introducing some smaller more speculative precious metals plays. Our 
current core positions for this new portfolio will be: 
 

1) Gold bullion (GLD) 
2) Silver bullion (SLV) 
3) The Gold Mining ETF (GDX) 
4) The Gold Junior Mining ETF (GDXJ) 
5) The Silver Mining ETF (SIL) 
6) The Silver Junior Mining ETF (SILJ). 

 
These investments should make up 75% of your precious metals portfolio. The other 25% 
should be put to work in smaller more speculative plays which I will be detailing in the 
coming weeks. 
 
The new, more speculative plays should be smaller positions because these are basically 
moonshots or riskier plays we are holding because they have the potential for MUCH larger 
gains. 
 
The first play is K92 Mining. This trades on the Vancouver Stock exchange under (KNT.V) or 
on the U.S. pinksheets as KNTNF. 
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This company just announced incredible results for its latest drilling efforts. The chart has 
gone vertical, breaking the only major line of resistance it had. Once a microcap miner starts 
doing this, it can become a true moonshot. 
 
Action to Take: Buy K92 Mining (KNT.V) 
 
The next play is American Gold and Silver Corp (USA.TO). This trades on the Toronto Stock 
exchange under USA.TO. 
 
USA.TO is a junior explorer that just started actual production of bullion. The chart is 
preparing for a MAJOR breakout. 
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Action to Take: Buy American Gold and Silver Cor (USA.TO).  
  
Our final speculative precious metal play is First Majestic Silver (AG). 
 
Here we have a clear curved bottom. Even better the AG shares have recently broken above 
critical resistance. 
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The door is now open to a run to $18 or higher. 
 
Action to take: Buy First Majestic Silver (AG). 
 
Outside of precious metals, stocks were hit hard today. 
 
I’ve been warning that we were due for a short-term pullback for a few weeks now (in the 
context of a much larger bull market). Indeed, breadth has been struggling in the last few 
days. 
 

 
 
A test of breadth’s lower trendline in the chart above would correspond to a 3% correction in 
stocks. That would mean stocks falling down to 3,300 on the S&P 500.  
 
Interestingly that’s right around support. 
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Junk bonds also suggest we’re due for a pullback. 
 

 
 
Put simply, I believe stocks will correct roughly 3% or so over the next few days. I would use 
that as a buying opportunity.  
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Currently I see NO SIGNS of this being anything other than a garden-variety drop to work 
off over-bullishness. 
 
On a final note, we have reopened our special LIFETIME subscription bundle to all of our 
products... as well as any future products we launch... for $2,500.  
 
To provide some context here, currently a subscription to all of our existing products costs 
$1,500 per year. This means that based on this offer, you can get EVERYTHING we publish 
as well as any future products we launch, for less than the cost of TWO YEAR's worth of 
subscription fees.  
 
On top of this, we’re about to introduce a new $1,999 product on March 1st. You’d get it if 
you subscribe now to this bundle deal. 
 
Moreover, for Private Wealth Advisory subscribers or The Crisis Trader subscribers 
(or people who subscribe to both products) this new offer will CANCEL out your previous 
subscriptions.  
 
What I mean by this is that if you take advantage of this lifetime bundle offer, we'll REFUND 
you your current subscription fees.  
 
Again, this offer CANCELS out your existing subscriptions. And after you lock in this deal, 
you won't be charged again, EVER. You'll receive a subscription to Private Wealth 
Advisory, The Crisis Trader, and any new product we launch... for the rest of your life.  
	
To take advantage of this special LIFETIME bundle offer… use the link below:  
 
https://phoenixcapitalmarketing.com/bundle.html 
	

Graham	Summers	
Chief	Market	Strategist	
Phoenix	Capital	Research		

Best	Regards,	
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OPEN POSITIONS 

Prices	as	of	2/20/20	at	3:30PM.	
*Gains	include	dividends	
	

Position Symbol Buy Date Buy 
Price 

Current 
Price Total Return* 

Emerging	Markets	ETF			 EEM	 5/1/19	 $44.00	 $43.58		 -1%	
European	Financials	ETF		 EUFN	 5/1/19	 $19.62	 $19.25		 -2%	
Workday	 WDAY	 8/8/19	 $191.08		 $190.99		 0%	
Ultralong	S&P	500	 SSO	 10/4/19	 $124.97		 $164.39		 32%	
Etsy	 ETSY	 10/4/19	 $56.46		 $54.50		 -3%	
Alcoa	 AA	 10/17/19	 $20.30		 $16.14		 -20%	
US	Steel	 X	 10/24/19	 $10.35		 $9.30		 -10%	
Ultralong	Russell	2000	 UWM	 10/24/19	 $66.67		 $79.37		 19%	
Brazil	ETF	 EWZ	 10/31/19	 $44.60		 $42.99		 -4%	
Pfizer	 PFE	 11/21/19	 $37.74		 $35.84		 -5%	
Arcelor	Mittal	 MT	 12/5/19	 $17.44		 $16.67		 -4%	
Freeport	McMoran	 FCX	 12/5/19	 $11.35		 $12.11		 7%	
Tata	Motors	 TTM	 1/2/20	 $13.48		 $11.05	 -18%	
Mexico	Fund	 MXF	 1/2/20	 $13.90		 $14.08	 3%	
Microsoft	 MSFT	 1/9/20	 $161.65		 $184.34	 14%	
Apple	 AAPL	 1/9/20	 $307.62		 $320.20	 4%	
Amazon	 AMZN	 1/9/20	 $1,902.97		 $2,151.24	 13%	
Facebook	 FB	 1/9/20	 $217.08		 $214.92	 -1%	
Alphabet	 GOOGL	 1/9/20	 $1,415.57		 $1,515.38	 7%	
Visa	 V	 1/9/20	 $192.99		 $211.71	 10%	
Mastercard	 MA	 1/9/20	 $308.52		 $343.99		 11%	
Cemex	 CX	 2/6/20	 $4.19		 $3.78		 -10%	
Oracle	 ORCL	 2/13/20	 $55.42		 $55.51		 0% 
Kinder	Morgan	 KMI	 2/13/20	 $21.85		 $22.24		 1% 
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Position Symbol Buy Date Buy 
Price 

Current 
Price Total Return* 

Gold	 GLD	 8/23/19	 $144.12		 $152.49		 6%	
Silver	 SLV	 8/23/19	 $16.35		 $17.16		 5%	
Silver	Miners	 SIL	 8/23/19	 $29.72		 $32.61		 10%	
Silver	Mining	Juniors	 SILJ	 8/23/19	 $10.54		 $11.31		 7%	
Gold	Miners	ETF	 GDX	 12/12/19	 $27.66		 $29.80		 8%	
Gold	Mining	Juniors	ETF	 GDXJ	 12/12/19	 $39.31		 $43.78		 11%	
K92	Mining		 KNT.V	 2/20/20	 $4.27		 NEW	 BUY!	
American	Gold	and	Silver		 USA.TO	 2/20/20	 $4.02		 NEW	 BUY!	
First	Majestic	Silver		 AG	 2/20/20	 $9.74		 NEW	 BUY! 
	


